INSTALLATION GUIDE IG# 180

INSTALLING KRIEGER INCORPORATED
SEAL FRAME STC-41
KSP MODEL # NC2P-09-1541
Installing the Frame


Please install the frame according to installation guide #100. For maximum performance the frame must be
installed level, square, plumb, and in plane.

Proper Installation of the Aluminum Threshold




Figure A

The threshold provided from the factory will have a notch to fit around the
frame rabbit.
Install the threshold using acoustic caulking. Lay multiple continuous
beads under the threshold before mounting it in place.
You’ll notice where the frame jambs meet the threshold there is a small
pocket (refer to Figure A) that needs to be filled with caulking to achieve
the full performance.

Gluing Seals


Locate the two neoprene jamb seals. They will have an angled miter cut
on one end.



Next locate the shorter head seal with two miter cuts.



To adhere the mitered seal corners together use a thick super glue and
press the two seals together to create a strong bond. Try not to place glue
near the neoprene finger edge as this can hinder the seal performance.
Keep in mind the neoprene fingers should line up and face inward to make
contact with the door as shown in (Figure B).



Repeat the previous step on the other corner of the head seal.

Figure B

Note: Seal fingers should line
up at the mitered corner

Placing Seals


Once the frame is painted and completely cured you can place the seals into the frame pocket.



Start in a corner and work your way across the head pressing the seal uniformly into the pocket.



Work your way down each jamb by pressing the seal without pulling or stretching down.



Cut the excess seal to fit tightly against the aluminum threshold. There should not be a gap between the
threshold and the seal as this can cause an acoustic leak.
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